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GisAction, the best solution for a Sustainable Development

GIS Action aims to support the world of NGOs, International Associations and Organiza-
tions in dealing geographically with issues related to sustainable development. It uses 
cutting-edge GIS technology with the purpose to optimize the process of analysis, 
presentation, management and communication of sensitive data, making them faster, 
easier and intuitive. 

Technology based on innovation

GisAction provides a multidisciplinary and integrated vision, enhancing geospatial 
technologies from GIS to Remote Sensing, having a 360 ° look of their panorama. Its 
main goal is to evaluate problems on different scales, on a physical and human level, 
trying to understand phenomena in their general and detailed trends, considering the 
human beings and the place.



Innovate your workflows and design the Geo Technology integration
Geodesign helps you in all phases of the Project: planning, decision-making, monitoring, 
dissemination. It makes planning and management of the projects more effective and partici-
pated.

Codesign is the best solution to easily manage all the information of the organization: data 
collection for processing, modification, maintenance, analysis and dissemination.

Capacity building and technology transfer.

Choose GIS & MAPPING, a geographic approach for integrated actions
The maps have a strong communicative power and give order and clarity to things. Maps and 
spatial analysis enable to discover and interpret patterns of mountains of data, allowing you a 
better knowledge of territory and stakeholders.

Assess your performance and enhance data and knowledge 
International cooperation involves countless stakeholders and all of them generate informa-
tion and data. How to enhance them? Use GIS for monitoring, measuring, sharing and giving 
value to data and projects, to guarantee transparency and enrich global information.

Communication and Advocacy
Telling stories effectively allows you to give voice to those who otherwise could never have 
the possibility to tell them. Employ story map applications to present rich stories, even very 
different from each other. This tool allows you to easily illustrate the territory and its features, 
empowering spatial visualisation.
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